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Prayer flags hang across the inside of a ramshackle shed. A ripped poster of Jimi Hendrix
looks down at the pieced-together rugs lining the uneven wooden floor. One unfinished
surfboard rests against the wall, while another lies flat across two construction horses.
Aimee Vlachos absentmindedly runs a soft planer against the edge of the board as she
speaks. “There are no major companies that shape boards specifically for women. They
just make regular boards that are pink with a flower design. It’s ridiculous.”

Vlachos is the founder of Wahine Kai, a combination surf school and shaping company
in Kennebunk , Maine. Wahine Kai, which literally means Women of the Sea in
Hawaiian, is only a year old and is already a raging success in this small coastal
community. Vlachos, with her four part-time employees, have shaped about 100
surfboards and taught hundreds of women to surf.

With the growing popularity of surfing, women now represent about 15 to 20 percent of
the worldwide surfing community. But women surfboard shapers like Vlachos still barely
make up five percent of the shaping industry. And while some think that surfboards are
unisex, Vlachos sees it differently. “I make the rails thinner and the board lighter to fit a
woman’s body. I also like to make them easier to carry, which doesn’t affect the
performance in the water,” she explains. Vlachos believes men and women are built
differently and, as a result, surf differently.

She believes that men surf more aggressively, while women tend to take a more relaxed
approached. She also believes that women are still wary about getting involved in a sport
that is so heavily male dominated. “Paddling out into a sea of 200 men can be
intimidating,” Vlachos says knowingly.

Vlachos, 30, was the only female surfer growing up in the coastal town of York, Maine.
She spent her summers on Long Sands Beach life-guarding and watching enviously as
local male surfers caught waves. When she decided to try the sport at the age of 15, she
was immediately turned away. “The local surf shop owner looked me in the eye and told
me that girls didn’t surf,” Vlachos says, still bristling at the comment.

But she didn’t give up. Vlachos purchased a short board without any knowledge or
professional advice about the differences between short boards and long boards. A long
board is longer and more buoyant, which makes it easier for a beginner to catch a wave.
The short board Vlachos purchased was more suitable for bigger waves and faster turns,
not for a beginner in Maine. Looking back, she realizes what a terrible mistake she made.
“Learning on a short board is horrible! It was such an awful experience. I surfed by
myself every day after school and it still took me six months to stand up,” Vlachos says,
shaking her head.

That experience prompted her to begin shaping boards and teaching surf lessons for
women. “I’m a good teacher because I’ve done absolutely everything wrong,” Vlachos
says, smiling. She dusts some residue off the surfboard she has been fixing and begins to
inspect the board for any unevenness.



Vlachos herself learned how to shape boards out in California.  “I learned at this place in
Huntington Beach where they just give you all the supplies, shove you in a shaping room
and say ‘Do it.’ It’s very hands off and I got really into the whole process,” Vlachos
explains.  She now uses that same hands-off approach when teaching her four female
apprentices.

Wahine Kai is one of the only surfboard companies in the U.S. shaping surfboards by
women for women. Although Vlachos realizes that she could probably do much better in
a more surf-oriented location like California, she wants to stay in her home state of
Maine.  She’s had her share of travel and adventures.

Vlachos has already received her master’s of science in recreation management from
California State University and has held jobs as an event planner for the X-Games,
NASCAR and the Winter Olympics. She also founded the National Association of
Amateur Women Surfers, an organization with five chapters and about 200 members.
The organization provides an outlet for women surfers to get together and explore new
surf locations or learn new ways to care for their boards.

Satisfied with her own work on the surfboard, Vlachos wipes her hands and walks away
from the rickety shaping shed. A small and excited puppy named Dylan runs up to greet
Vlachos as she walks the 10 feet from her backyard shaping shed to her new Kennebunk
house.

Vlachos is excited about being less than two miles from the beach. “The hardest thing
here is that the waves aren’t consistent. You’re always driving up the coast and chasing
the waves,” she explains.

Even with a new house and a growing company, Vlachos is a woman of the sea who will
always be chasing something bigger and better.


